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Allergic inflammation triggered by exposure of an allergen frequently leads to the onset of chronic inflammatory diseases such as atopic dermatitis (AD) and bronchial asthma. The mechanisms underlying chronicity in allergic inflammation remain unresolved. Periostin, a recently characterized matricellular protein, interacts with several cell surface integrin molecules, providing signals for tissue development and remodeling. Here we show that periostin is a critical mediator for the amplification and persistence of allergic inflammation using a mouse model of skin inflammation. Th2 cytokines IL-4 and IL-13 stimulated fibroblasts to produce periostin, which interacted with αv integrin, a functional periostin receptor on keratinocytes, inducing production of proinflammatory cytokines, which consequently accelerated Th2-type immune responses. Accordingly, inhibition of periostin or αv integrin prevented the development or progression of allergen-induced skin inflammation. Thus, periostin sets up a vicious circle that links Th2-type immune responses to keratinocyte activation and plays a critical role in the amplification and chronicity of allergic skin inflammation.

Introduction

Inflammatory responses are triggered by insults on hosts, such as invasion of microbes or tissue damage, that the immune system senses and then eliminates or repairs (1). When a triggering insult is eliminated, the acute inflammatory responses are normally terminated, followed by transition to the homeostatic state, whereas failure to eliminate the inflammatory trigger (or some other reason) causes transition to a chronic inflammatory state. An allergen exposure can trigger allergic inflammation, leading to the onset of allergic diseases such as atopic dermatitis (AD) and bronchial asthma (2–4). The triggering allergens are recognized by an innate immune system consisting of DCs, basophils, or epithelial cells, followed by activation of acquired immunity in which Th2-type responses are dominant. It is generally accepted that persistent exposure to extrinsic allergens causes allergic inflammatory diseases to be chronic. However, there is no satisfactory explanation of why this should be so.

Fibrosis is a chronic pathological consequence of inflammatory responses (5). Often occurring as the end result of Th2-type responses, it leads to distortion of tissues and organs, sometimes impairing their functions (6). Fibrosis is characterized by de novo production and deposition of ECM proteins, such as collagens, fibronectin, elastin, proteoglycans, and laminin. Although maintenance of tissue structure is the main function of ECM proteins, some of them, such as osteopontin and tenasin-C, modulate immune responses by interacting with immune or nonimmune cells; these are termed matricellular proteins (7, 8).
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Epicutaneous sensitization with HDM induces allergic skin inflammation in a Stat6-dependent manner in mice. To investigate the chronicity of allergic skin inflammation induced by epicutaneous sensitization with house dust mite extract (HDM), the requirement of periostin for the appearance of allergic skin inflammation was confirmed by its inhibition by genetic Postn deficiency or by blockage of its interaction with the receptor α1 integrin. We furthermore demonstrated, using a coculture system using keratinocytes and fibroblasts, that periostin produced by fibroblasts acted on keratinocytes, inducing production of proinflammatory cytokines — including TSLP — for Th2 skewing. These results suggest a unique role for periostin as an intrinsic mediator for amplifying and maintaining allergic skin inflammation by linking Th2-type inflammation and keratinocyte activation.

Results

Epicutaneous sensitization with HDM induces allergic skin inflammation in a Stat6-dependent manner in mice. To investigate the chronicity of allergic skin inflammation, we adopted a mouse model of allergic skin inflammation induced by epicutaneous sensitization with HDM, a common allergen associated with human AD (4). It has previously been reported that this mouse model exhibits phenotypes reminiscent of both acute and chronic AD lesions, including fibrosis, epidermal hyperplasia, spongiosis, lichenification, excoriation, and neurogenic inflammation (27, 28). We confirmed that mice epicutaneously sensitized with HDM exhibited ear swelling and redness, hyperplasia and dysregulated differentiation of the epidermis, and dermal fibrosis (Figure 1, A–C, and Supplemental Figure 1, A–D; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI8978DS1). Filaggrin, a related protein with skin barrier function, was prematurely expressed in the mid-spinous layer, as shown by staining that was broadened and reduced in intensity in HDM-treated WT mice, (Supplemental Figure 1C). This histological change was coincident with the impairment of skin barrier function, as observed in AD patients (29) and reported to be caused by IL-4 or IL-13 (30). The inflamed skin of these mice exhibited CD4+ T cell–dominant infiltration together with enhanced infiltration of eosinophils and mast cells (Supplemental Figure 2, A–D). Th2-type cytokines and chemokines were upregulated in ear skin lesions and draining lymph nodes (Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 2E), although upregulation of IFN-γ, a clinical feature of chronic AD skin lesions (3, 4), was not observed (data not shown). Systemic responses to HDM (serum IgE and splenic T cell proliferation) were elevated as well (Supplemental Figure 2F and Supplemental Figure 3).

To examine whether allergic skin inflammation in HDM-sensitized mice depends on IL-4 and IL-13 signals, we applied epicutaneous HDM sensitization to mice deficient in Stat6, a common transcription factor of IL-4 and IL-13 signaling pathways (31). All morphologic changes, Th2-type inflammation, and skin barrier dysfunction induced by HDM sensitization disappeared in Stat6−/− mice (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figures 1 and 2). These results demonstrated that IL-4/IL-13 signals were critical for allergic skin inflammation in this mouse model.

Periostin is critical for induction of allergic skin inflammation in HDM-sensitized mice. To gain insight into how IL-4/IL-13 signals can lead to allergic skin inflammation, we focused on periostin, an IL-4/IL-13–inducible molecule (18, 19, 32). We confirmed that IL-4 or IL-13 induced expression of periostin in both human and mouse dermal fibroblasts in vitro (Supplemental Figure 4). Induction of periostin was either little or not observed in other skin tissue cells, including keratinocytes (data not shown). Recurrent sensitization with HDM induced accumulation of periostin in the dermis of ear skin tissues, but this was not observed in Stat6−/− mice (Figure 1, C–E). Accumulation of periostin was observed in other mouse models of allergic skin inflammation (Supplemental Figure 5), using haptenns (4-dinitrofluorobenzene [DNFB]) and 2,4,6-trinitrochlorobenzene [TNCB]) or different mouse strains (C57BL/6 and NC/Nga), which strongly supports it is a common feature in mouse models of allergic skin inflammation. These results suggest that periostin is expressed in the skin tissues of HDM-sensitized mice downstream of IL-4/IL-13 signals.

To test the functional significance of periostin in the pathogenesis of allergic skin inflammation, we sought to induce allergic skin inflammation in Postn−/− mice with HDM. Periostin was expected to contribute to fibrosis formation by binding to other ECMs and inducing collagen formation in the chronic phase of allergic skin inflammation (19–21). Accordingly, in Postn−/− mice, both ear swelling and fibrosis induced by recurrent application of HDM were significantly suppressed (Figure 1, A and C, and Supplemental Figure 1D). Surprisingly, Postn deficiency caused impairment of Th2-type responses together with morphologic changes of epidermis, even with recurrent HDM stimuli (Figure 1D and Supplemental Figure 2). Downregulation of allergic skin inflammation was observed even in Postn−/− mice on the C57BL/6 background (H. Shiraishi, unpublished observations). These results suggest that periostin is a critical molecule of allergic skin inflammation.

Periostin enhances proliferation and differentiation of keratinocytes. Acanthosis — hyperproliferation and dysregulated differentiation of keratinocytes, a typical histological feature of AD (3, 4) — was observed in the HDM-sensitized mouse model (Figure 1C). To examine the role of periostin in acanthosis, we reconstituted skin tissues in vitro with a 3-dimensional organotypic coculture system using keratinocytes and fibroblasts (Figure 2A and ref. 33). We used WT or Postn−/− fibroblasts in this system to examine the effects of periostin from fibroblasts on keratinocytes. We mimicked the AD skin lesions by adding IL-13 in the culture medium. Keratinocytes cultured with WT fibroblasts in the presence of IL-13 showed hyperplasia with increased numbers of PCNA-positive cells, particularly in basal cells (Figure 2, B and C, and Supplemental Figure 6). These keratinocytes enhanced stratification and expression of CK14 and CK10, markers of basal and suprabasal layers, respectively, which excludes the possibility that epidermal hyperplasia is caused by impaired terminal differentiation. In contrast, Postn−/− fibroblasts did not induce proliferation or differentiation, even in the presence of IL-13, which indicates that periostin induced by IL-13 from fibroblasts acts on keratinocytes. Keratinocytes cocultured in periostin-deficient conditions showed an increase in TUNEL-positive cells (Figure 2C and Supplemental Figure 6). These data indicate that periostin enhances
the proliferation and survival of keratinocytes. Accordingly, we found abundant phosphorylation of Akt, which is important for survival, proliferation, and differentiation of keratinocytes (34), in the suprabasal keratinocytes cultured in the presence of peristin (Figure 2C and Supplemental Figure 6). Thus, peristin enhanced proliferation and differentiation of keratinocytes, which suggests a crucial role of peristin in acanthosis.

**Activation of keratinocytes by peristin enhances Th2 inflammation.**

We then examined the effects of peristin on expression of keratinocyte-derived cytokines known to be important in skin inflammation: TSLP, TNF-α, GM-CSF, IL-1α, IL-25, and IL-33 (2–4, 25). Coculture of keratinocytes and control fibroblasts in the presence of IL-13 induced expression of TSLP, TNF-α, GM-CSF, and IL-1α, but not IL-25 or IL-33, whereas their production was markedly suppressed by Postn−/− fibroblasts (Figure 2D and data not shown). We assumed that inflammatory cytokines and chemokines derived from keratinocytes act on various immune cells, including APCs. We analyzed the effects of the conditioned medium of keratinocytes cocultured with fibroblasts (KCM) on DC function as a representative of the interaction between these cytokines/chemokines and immune cells, because TSLP, TNF-α, GM-CSF, and IL-1α activate or differentiate DCs to induce Th2 skewing (26, 35, 36). We tested whether KCM induced Th2 cells via activation of DCs (Figure 2E). DCs stimulated by IL-13–treated KCM induced more...
Figure 2
Periostin-induced proliferation, differentiation, and activation of keratinocytes in the 3-dimensional organotypic coculture system. (A) 3-dimensional organotypic coculture system. Keratinocytes were cocultured with Postn−/− or WT mouse–derived fibroblasts in the presence or absence of 10 ng/ml IL-13. (B) Histological staining with H&E, anti-CK10, and anti-CK14 of the keratinocytes cultured for 7 days. Scale bars: 25 μm. (C) Number of cells positive or negative for TUNEL, PCNA, and phospho-Akt in histological staining, counted in 10 ×200 views per section. (D) Amount of TSLP, TNF-α, GM-CSF, and IL-1α in the supernatant in keratinocytes from day 5 to day 7. (E) Mixed lymphoid reaction system. Allogeneic CD4+ T cells were cocultured with bone marrow–derived DCs treated with the supernatants from the culture as in A for 5 days. (F) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis for Il4, Il13, Ifng, and Il17a in mRNA samples prepared from allogeneic CD4+ T cells. Experiments were done at least 3 times. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
proliferation of CD4+ T cells and augmented expression of IL-13 and IL-4, but not IFN-γ, compared with untreated KCM (Figure 2F and Supplemental Figure 7). Th2 skewing by IL-13–treated KCM was partially inhibited by addition of neutralizing Abs against TSLP (Supplemental Figure 8), suggestive of TSLP involvement in this event. Interestingly, IL-17A, a signature cytokine of Th17, was also induced in this condition. However, DCs stimulated by IL-13–treated KCM of Postn−/− fibroblasts impaired the proliferation of T cells and the induction of IL-13, IL-4, and IL-17A from T cells. Indeed, the migration of Langerhans cells and dermal DCs to draining lymph nodes and the expression level of MHC class II in skin DCs were reduced in Postn−/− versus littermate WT mice (Supplemental Figure 9). These results demonstrated that periostin enhanced Th2 skewing through activation of keratinocytes.

Periostin directly induces TSLP production via NF-κB activation in keratinocytes. We then examined the direct effects of periostin on production of TSLP, a key molecule for initiation of the cascade in allergic skin inflammation (26), in keratinocytes. When cultured on periostin-coated plates, keratinocytes produced significant amounts of TSLP, an effect that was enhanced by the addition of IL-13 (Figure 3A and data not shown). Interestingly, we did not observe the significant effect of periostin for proliferation of keratinocytes in monolayered culture condition (data not shown). It has previously been shown that TSLP production is NF-κB dependent (26), which raises the possibility that periostin activates the NF-κB pathway in keratinocytes, followed by production of TSLP. Keratinocytes cultured on periostin-coated plates displayed the nuclear translocation of p65 (Figure 3B). Furthermore, BAY 11-7082, an NF-κB inhibitor targeting IκBα phosphorylation, inhibited periostin-induced TSLP expression in a dose-dependent manner in keratinocytes (Figure 3C). These results demonstrated that direct interaction of periostin with keratinocytes induced TSLP production via the NF-κB pathway in keratinocytes.

Interaction of periostin with αv integrin is critical for the appearance of allergic skin inflammation. Periostin acts as a matricellular protein by binding to several integrin molecules — such as αvβ1, αvβ3, and αvβ5 — on cardiocytes, endothelial cells, and malignant cells, which enhances these cells’ proliferation (9, 10, 37). Among these integrins, αvβ3 was expressed predominantly on the suprabasal keratinocytes in the epidermis of normal donors and more broadly in AD patients (Supplemental Figure 10). This finding, taken together with the importance of fibroblast-derived periostin for keratinocyte activation shown by the 3-dimensional organotypic coculture system, strongly suggests that the interaction of periostin with αv integrin on cell surface evokes allergic skin inflammation. In the 3-dimensional organotypic coculture system and the monolayered culture system, hyperproliferation, dysregulated differentiation, and production of proinflammatory cytokines in keratinocytes were completely inhibited by neutralizing Abs against αv integrin, and to a lesser extent by neutralizing Abs against β3 integrin (Figure 4, A and B, and Supplemental Figure 11). To examine whether binding of periostin to integrin is important for allergic skin inflammation in HDM-sensitized mice, we blocked integrin signals by subcutaneously administering neutralizing anti–αv integrin Abs concomitantly with HDM sensitization; the phenotypic changes induced by HDM were completely suppressed, similar to the observations in Stat6−/− and Postn−/− mice (Figure 4, C–F, and Supplemental Figure 12). Furthermore, administration of neutralizing anti–αv integrin Abs was effective even in established AD, stopping and improving the progression of skin inflammation, including ear thickness, infiltration of inflammatory cells, epidermal thickness, and IgE production (Figure 5). These results support the notion that the interaction between periostin and αv integrin is critical for generation of allergic skin inflammation in HDM-sensitized mice.

Periostin is highly expressed in the skin tissues of AD patients and is correlated with disease severity. Finally, we examined whether the findings obtained from HDM-sensitized mice and in vitro experiments reflected the pathogenesis of AD patients. Expression of periostin was observed only slightly in the dermis on the border of the epidermis in normal skin tissues (n = 4), whereas all AD samples investigated (n = 27) and the HDM-sensitized mice showed significantly elevated expressions of periostin in the dermis, with a range of expression levels (Figure 6A). We grouped periostin expression levels into mild (n = 3), moderate (n = 11), and marked (n = 13). Inflammation severity, acute change (lymphocyte infiltration in dermis), and chronic changes (epidermal thickness and eosinophil infiltration in dermis) were well correlated with periostin expression levels (Figure 6B and Supplemental Figure 13). Furthermore, serum levels of periostin were significantly elevated in AD patients.
compared with healthy volunteers (n = 66, Figure 6C). These results provided strong evidence in support of the involvement of periostin in AD pathogenesis.

**Discussion**

AD is a complex disease caused by the interaction of skin barrier damage and allergic skin inflammation (3, 4). It is well known that Th2-type inflammation is dominant in allergic skin inflammation in AD, based on analyses of AD patients and the HDM-sensitized mouse model. Furthermore, activation of keratinocytes producing various proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines contribute to the initiation or amplification of Th2 responses (2, 25). However, it remained unclear how Th2-type inflammation and activation of keratinocytes interact, leading to amplification and chronicity of AD inflammation. In this study, we demonstrated that periostin, a recently characterized matricellular protein, represents a key mediator for amplification and chronicity of allergic skin inflammation, as it linked Th2 responses and keratinocyte activation.

Deficiency of 
Postn or inhibition of \( \alpha_v \) integrin prevented development and/or progression of HDM-induced skin inflammation in our mouse model (Figures 1, 4, and 5 and Supplemental Figures 1, 2, and 12). We confirmed that 
Postn/– mice did not have endogenous hematopoietic or immune component defects and showed normal distribution and function of dermal DCs and Langerhans cells (Supplemental Table 1, Supplemental Figure 14, and ref. 11), excluding the possibility that primary immunodeficiency causes unresponsiveness to the allergen treatment in 
Postn/– mice. Th2-type inflammation initiated by allergen exposure induced production of periostin in fibroblasts through IL-4 and IL-13. Accumulated periostin directly acted on keratinocytes to produce proinflammatory cytokines, including TSLP, via \( \alpha_v \) integrin. The proinflammatory cytokines from keratinocytes then amplified the Th2 immune response. Considering all results from this study, we propose a model in which accumulation of periostin constitutes a pathogenic vicious circle that amplifies Th2-type inflammation by binding to \( \alpha_v \) integrin on keratinocytes (Figure 7). This model suggests that amplification of allergic skin inflammation requires 2 pathways: exposure of APCs, including DCs, to allergens; and enhancement of immune responses, including activation of APCs, by keratinocyte-derived proinflammatory cytokines induced by periostin. The impaired induction of allergic skin inflammation observed in HDM-treated 
Postn/– mice (Figure 1) indicates that even recurrent stimulation by allergens is not enough to establish allergic skin inflammation without the latter pathway. These effects may be essential in order for APCs to respond efficiently to exogenous allergens in allergic skin inflammation.

The roles of matricellular proteins in modulating immune and nonimmune cells in inflamed tissues have been recently elucidated. An intracellular isoform of osteopontin in DCs repressed Th17 cell differentiation in a type I, IFN receptor–dependent manner (8). Tenascin-C induces proinflammatory cytokines via TLR4 in macrophages and fibroblasts derived from rheumatoid
Postn–/– Th2-type skin inflammation model, and the outcomes using inflammation remains unclear. We here established a persistent 39), which suggests that the role of periostin in allergic airway administration of Aspergillus fumigatus (23). Almost the same protocol using intranasal administration (38, 39), whereas Blanchard et al. have shown that periostin accelerates allergen-induced eosinophil recruitment in lung and esophagus (23). Furthermore, periostin activates TGF-β via epithelial cells, followed by induction of collagen production (24). Immune cells and parenchymal/stromal cells activated by periostin together could orchestrate AD inflammation.

Several papers have recently shown the role of periostin in allergic airway inflammation. Sehra et al. and Gordon et al. showed that periostin protects mice from allergic airway inflammation (38, 39), whereas Blanchard et al. have shown that periostin accelerates allergen-induced eosinophil recruitment in lung and esophagus (23). Almost the same protocol using intranasal administration of Aspergillus fumigatus caused the different outcomes (23, 39), which suggests that the role of periostin in allergic airway inflammation remains unclear. We here established a persistent Th2-type skin inflammation model, and the outcomes using Postn–/– mice were different from those of the airway model. This may be explained by the apparent persistence of Th2-type inflammation in the skin model, in contrast to the airway model, which is generally self-limiting in the mouse and resolves spontaneously over time. These results suggest that the skin model is more relevant than the airway model to analyze the chronicity of Th2-type inflammation and that the different contribution of periostin to chronic or acute allergic inflammation may explain the different outcomes in the skin and airway models.

HDM is a common allergen associated with human AD and bronchial asthma (4, 40). In the present study, we demonstrated that HDM-treated mice exhibited phenotypes reminiscent of both acute and chronic AD lesions (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figures 1 and 2), as previously reported (27, 28). In light of these prior reports, we here adopted HDM-sensitized mice as a representative mouse model of allergic skin inflammation. HDM, a mixture of various components including proteases and lipid-binding proteins, causes Th2 responses by its potential to activate TLR4 signaling or its protease activity via DCs, epithelial cells, and basophils (40, 41). Furthermore, the mice epicutaneously sensitized or caused to inhale HDM showed phenotypes reminiscent of AD or asthma patients in this and other studies (Figure 1, Supplemental Figure 1, and refs. 27, 28, 41). The observations that chronic skin lesions of AD patients showed upregulation of IFN-γ and IL-12 and that IFN-γ deficiency partially improved ovalbumin-sensitized allergic skin inflammation in mice (42–44) are indicative of the involvement of Th1 responses in addition to Th2 responses. However, in our HDM-sensitized mouse model, enhancement of IFN-γ expression in skin tissues was not observed, despite the appearance of other features of chronic AD skin lesions (Figure 1 and data not shown). Huang et al. have also reported that skin lesions in HDM-treated mice do not show IFN-γ expression, whereas splenocytes responsive to allergen stimulation can induce IFN-γ production (28). Exposure to microbial products may make the difference between mouse models and patients (4). Furthermore, Th17 responses have been implicated in the acute phase of AD pathogenesis, although this is still controversial (4, 45). Interestingly, DCs stimulated with KCM in the presence of IL-13 induced IL-17–producing T cells as well as IL-4/IL-13–producing T cells (Figure 2F). In spite of complicated and diverse phenotypes, our present study suggests that the induction of these phenotypes completely depended on STAT6, a critical transcriptional factor of Th2 cytokines (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure 1). Furthermore, periostin induction may be a common feature in mouse models of allergic skin inflammation, because induction of periostin was observed not only in HDM-treated mice, but also in hapten-treated mice (Supplemental Figure 5). Among the proinflammatory cytokines derived from activated AD keratinocytes, TSLP is critical in AD inflammation (26). TSLP...
is produced mainly from epithelial cells together with other cells, such as mast cells, creating a Th2-permissive microenvironment via DCs (26, 46). Keratinocyte-specific overexpression of TSLP induces allergic skin inflammation in mice (47). Accordingly, production of TSLP is upregulated in keratinocytes derived from AD patients (46). In this study, we showed that KCM in the presence of periostin containing high amounts of TSLP induced Th2 skewing via DCs (Figure 2). Furthermore, recombinant periostin directly induced production of TSLP in keratinocytes (Figure 3). Addition of neutralizing Abs against TSLP into the IL-13-treated KCM partially inhibited Th2 skewing (Supplemental Figure 8). This result supports the involvement of TSLP in this event, although factors other than TSLP may also contribute to the Th2 skewing. Furthermore, the observation that neutralizing Abs against TSLP slightly downregulated Th2 skewing, even in the PBS-treated KCM, indicated that basal production of periostin from untreated fibroblasts can cause induction of TSLP in keratinocytes, followed by Th2 skewing via DCs to a small extent. It has been reported that synergistic stimuli of Th2 cytokines (IL-4 or IL-13) and proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-α or IL-1α), or extrinsic stimuli via several TLRs, induce TSLP production in keratinocytes (48–50). In addition to these factors, we demonstrated that periostin was an intrinsic inducer of TSLP from keratinocytes, a finding we believe to be novel. It is known that signals via αvβ3 integrin lead to activation of NF-κB, which is important for TSLP expression (51, 52). Indeed, TSLP production by periostin was dependent on αvβ3 integrin/NF-κB pathways (Figure 3 and Figure 4B). These results are consistent with a previous report that mice defective in IκBκ, an inhibitor of the NF-κB pathway, develop inflammatory changes (53), showing the importance of NF-κB activation in keratinocytes in allergic skin inflammation.

Hyperplasia and dysregulated differentiation of the epidermis (i.e., acanthosis) are typical features of chronic inflammatory skin diseases, including AD and psoriasis (3, 4, 54). Several cytokines in addition to Th2 cytokines — IL-1α, IL-21, IL-22, and IFN-γ — are reported to be correlated with the generation of acanthosis (42, 45, 55, 56). In this study, we demonstrated that periostin acted as a critical player for acanthosis downstream of IL-4 or IL-13 signals. Furthermore, we showed that periostin induced activation of the Akt pathway through integrins (Supplemental Figure 11), and the Akt pathway is known to be strongly associated with keratinocyte survival and differentiation (34). Together with the NF-κB pathway, another important signal for proliferation of keratinocytes (57), the Akt pathway could be responsible for periostin-induced acanthosis. The pathophysiological role of acanthosis in chronic inflammation remains unknown. We demonstrated that periostin-stimulated keratinocytes enhanced production of TSLP (Figure 3) and that production of proinflammatory cytokines was further enhanced by the increased number of activated keratinocytes (Figure 2). Overall, we assume that acanthosis in AD provides a basis for supplying more massive proinflammatory mediators from keratinocytes. Furthermore, based on the observation that Th2-type responses functioned as an immune system against parasite infection, periostin may contribute to enforcement of this defense mechanism by activation of keratinocytes.

We showed that administration of neutralizing anti–αv integrin Abs completely suppressed HDM-induced phenotypic changes (Figure 4). Because it is known that several ECM proteins — vitronectin, osteopontin, and thrombospondin — bind to αv integrin (58), we cannot exclude the possibility that the effects of anti–αv integrin Abs were the consequence of the inhibition of all functions of αv integrin ligands, including periostin. However, we observed that TSLP
production was induced on periostin-coated, but not vitronectin-coated, plates (data not shown). These results suggest that each of the αv integrin ligands transduces different signals and that some receptors other than αv integrin may be involved in these ligands.

It has been reported that allergen avoidance has limited efficacy (59, 60). Given that the intrinsic amplification pathway is important for chronicity of AD, periostin and its functional receptor, αv integrin, can be a good target to develop therapeutic agents for AD. The blockage of αv integrin was effective even in the HDM-sensitized mice (Figure 5). These results support our model and suggest that an agent blocking the interaction between periostin and αv integrin might act as a not only preventive, but also therapeutic, drug. Antagonists against αvβ3 integrin have been tested in clinical use for tumors, rheumatoid arthritis, and osteoporosis (61–63). However, it is assumed that blockage of periostin has an advantage compared with blockage of αv integrin, because it has been shown that most αv integrin–deficient mice die before birth (64), so that blockage of αv integrin will give more severe adverse effects than blockage of periostin. However, we must be careful concerning the possible risk of adverse effects to block the action of periostin on cardiac development/remodeling or cutaneous wound repair, because periostin plays important roles in these events (11, 12, 15–17). The present findings provide a molecular basis for considering periostin as a potential therapeutic target for AD in humans.

Methods

Mice. 8-week-old BALB/c mice, C57BL/6 mice, NC/Nga mice (all Japan SLC), and Stat6−/− mice (gift from T. Hoshino, Kurume University School of Medicine, Kurume, Japan) were used. Postn+/− mice, prepared as previously described (19Sjv;C57BL/6 background; ref. 11), were backcrossed to BALB/c mice, and F4–F8 mice were used. Postn−/− mice were always evaluated together with their WT littermates.

HDM preparation. Dermatophagoides farinae (gift of Torii Pharmaceutical) was defatted with ethyl ether, then extracted in 50% glycerin and 5% NaCl buffer at 4°C for 48 hours under constant stirring. After filtration, D. farinae extract was used as HDM.

Allergic skin inflammation model. The mouse model of allergic skin inflammation was generated as previously described (27), with minor modifications. Both surfaces of the ear lobes were stripped 3 times using cellophane tape (Kyowa), and 25-μl HDM (10 mg/ml) solution was painted onto both surfaces of the earlobes. This procedure was performed once per week for 7 weeks. Ear swelling was measured before each HDM painting with a micrometer (Ozaki MFG). The mouse ear tissues, cervical lymph nodes, and serum were collected 24 hours after the last HDM painting. 10 μl anti–αv integrin Ab (1 mg/ml; BioLegend) or rat IgG1 isotype control Ab (1 mg/ml; R&D Systems) was administered subcutaneously to ear tissues 6 hours before and 3 days after all HDM paintings (prevention protocol), or from the fourth HDM painting until day 21 (therapeutic protocol).

Histology. Ear tissues were subjected to histological staining with H&E, Masson trichrome, and toluidine blue. Immunohistochemical staining was performed as previously described (19); see Supplemental Methods for Abs. Apoptotic cells were detected by TUNEL assay (Promega). Epidermal thickness was measured, and the number of lymphocytes, eosinophils, and mast cells counted, in 10×400 fields for each mouse or human sample, and the averages values were calculated.

IgE. Duplicate serum samples were analyzed using an ELISA kit for total IgE (Bethyl Laboratories).

Cells. See Supplemental Methods for preparation of mouse keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts were obtained from E14.5 embryos of Postn−/− or Postn+/+ mice. For stimulation, either human or mouse dermal fibroblasts were stimulated by 10–50 ng/ml IL-4 or IL-13 (PeproTech).

RT-PCR. RT-PCR for Postn and Gapdh was performed as previously described (19). See Supplemental Methods for details.

Western blotting. Western blotting for periostin and GAPDH was performed as previously described (19).

3-dimensional organotypic coculture of keratinocytes with fibroblasts. Mouse keratinocytes were cultured using a 3-dimensional system (Figure 3A) modified from a previously reported system (33). 2 ml type I collagen gel solution (Nitta Gelatin) containing 2 × 105 mouse embryonic fibroblasts was poured into an inner dish with a bottom made of nitrocellulose membrane (Millipore-CM). Next, 2 ×104 keratinocytes in total were overlaid on the gel, and DMEM was poured into the outer dish with the surface level lower than that of the gel, to let the keratinocytes face the air. The culture medium was replaced every 2 days. In some experiments, 10 ng/ml mouse IL-13, 10 μg/ml anti–αv integrin Ab, or 10 μg/ml anti–β3 integrin Ab (BD Biosciences) was added. In some experiments, the NF-kB inhibitor BAY 11-7082 (concentrations as indicated; Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the medium.
Recombinant proteins. The recombinant protein coded by pMT/Bip/VS-HisA-periostin was prepared as previously described (19).

Quantitative analysis of cytokines. Amounts of TSLP, TNF-α, and GM-CSF in the culture medium were quantified with ELISA kits for mouse TSLP (R&D Systems), TNF-α, and GM-CSF (eBioscience).

Mixed lymphocyte reaction. Bone marrow–derived DCs were prepared from a bone marrow suspension obtained from the femurs and tibias of C57BL/6 mice. Cells were cultured with 20 ng/ml murine GM-CSF (PeproTech) for 6 days. CD4+ T cells were prepared from spleen and lymph node cells of BALB/c mice using anti-CD4–coated MACS magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany). In total, 2 × 10^6 CD4+ T cells were cocultured with KCM-treated bone marrow–derived DCs. Cells were harvested after 3 or 5 days for [3H]thymidine incorporation assay or quantitative RT-PCR analysis, respectively. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis was performed after restimulation of the cells with anti-CD3 Ab and anti-CD28 Ab for 24 hours.

Confocal microscopy. Keratinocytes were fixed by paraformaldehyde. After blocking with 2% BSA, sections were stained by anti-IFN-α 8F 65 Ab (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), followed by Alexa Fluor 488–labeled anti-rabbit IgG Ab (Invitrogen), or TO-PRO-3 (Invitrogen) for the nucleus. Sections were mounted by Dako Fluorescent Mounting Medium (Dako) and then examined by LSM5 PASCAL G/B (Carl Zeiss).

Human skin tissue specimens. Skin tissues examined for histology were derived from 4 normal donors and 27 AD patients, and serum samples were derived from 66 normal donors and 29 AD patients. The 27 AD patients for histology were aged 13–54 years; 3 had received oral prednisolone, and 28 had received testicular steroid ointments (1 patient had received both). Patients for histology were aged 13–54 years; 2 had received oral prednisolone, and 27 had received topical steroid ointments (1 patient had received both). Patients received steroid treatment at the time of sample collection. No AD patient had bronchial asthma or rhinosinusitis. We scored the severity of skin lesions on a 0–4 scale according to the guidelines established by the Japanese Dermatological Association (65). We grouped the patient sample into 3 types, according to the degree and pattern of periostin expression: mild (mild expression on the border of the epidermis), moderate (strong expression on the border of the epidermis), and marked (strong and broad increase in the dermis).

Measurement of serum periostin. We performed a human periostin ELISA assay using 2 rat anti-human periostin mAbs (clones no. SS18A and SS17B), as previously reported (66). See Supplemental Methods for details. Statistics. Results are presented as means ± SD in all experiments. Analysis was carried out using 2-sided, unpaired Student’s t test or 2-sided Welch test. P value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Study approval. Animal experiments were undertaken following the guidelines for care and use of experimental animals of the Japanese Association for Laboratory Animals Science (1987) and were approved by the Saga University Animal Care and Use Committee (Saga, Japan). Human study protocols were approved by the Ethics Committees of Kyushu University and Saga Medical School. Informed consent was obtained from all patients and healthy volunteers.
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